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LOS ANGELES — FOH engineer Jeff Peterson has been using a DiGiCo SD5 console at FOH
for some high-profile televised events recently, including CNN’s Heroes: An All-Start Tribute (pi
ctured here) and Spike TV’s
Video Game Awards
(pictured below).

More details from DiGiCo ( www.digico.org ):

Peterson mixed both the production elements and live bands on an SD5 console provided by
Hi-Tech Audio in conjunction with ATK. Peterson landed 112 inputs from two 56-pair splitters
into two DiGiCo SD racks, with signals traveling to and from the consoles via an Optocore fiber
optic network. Two 56ch ATK splitters were used on both shows to split signals between the SD
Racks, monitors (in the case of CNN) and the broadcast trucks.

“On CNN Heroes, I had the only DiGiCo console,” Peterson recalls. “Monitors were handled on
a PM5D. On
The Video Game awards, my FOH SD5 and a [stage monitor]
foldback SD10 shared two DiGiCo SD Racks backstage for 112 inputs and 64 outputs divided
between the two consoles. When sharing head-amp signals, we didn’t use the DiGiCo Gain
Tracking feature. Instead, we found a good starting head-amp level and communicated any
changes before making them. That way, changes weren't happening without the operator
knowing about it pre-hand.
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“For both of these shows,” he continues, “I tuned the PA system using just the SD5’s Output EQ
and Delay on the Matrix outs. In fact, using a DiGiCo UB MADI USB interface, the console also
served as my test mic interface for Rational Acoustics Smaart 7.”

For more information on ATK Audiotek, go to www.atkcorp.com .

For more information on Hi-Tech Audio, go to www.hi-techaudio.com .
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